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Abstract

Real market institutions, stock and commodity exchanges for example, do not occur in isolation. The same
stocks and commodities may be listed on multiple exchanges, and traders who want to deal in those goods
have a choice of markets in which to trade. While there has been extensive research into agent-based
trading in individual markets, there is little work on this kind of multiple market scenario. Our work seeks
to address this imbalance in the context of double auction markets. This paper examines how standard
economic measurements, like allocative efficiency, are affected by the presence of multiple markets for the
same goods, especially when the markets are competing for traders. We find that while dividing traders
between several small markets typically leads to lower efficiency and worse convergence than grouping
them into one large market, competition between markets for traders, can reduce these losses.

Keywords: Competing markets, double auction, agent-based simulation

1. Introduction

Auctions provide effective ways for allocating resources or exchanging goods and have been widely
used in stock exchanges and electronic commerce.

1.1. Double auctions

Among the many different types of auction is the double auction (DA) (Friedman, 1993), in which both
buyers and sellers are allowed to exchange offers simultaneously. Since double auctions allow dynamic pric-
ing on both the supply side and the demand side of the marketplace, their study is of great importance, both
to theoretical economists, and those seeking to implement real-world market places. The two most common
types of DA are the continuous double auction (CDA) and the clearing-house (CH). In a CDA, traders can
make deals at any point during the auction, while in a CH, the market clears at a pre-specified time, allowing
all traders to place offers before any matches are found. The CDA is one of the most common exchange
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institutions and is in fact the primary institution for trading of equities, commodities and derivatives in ex-
changes such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME). The CH

placed the role of the CDA at exchanges like the NYSE decades ago when trading was at a much smaller scale
and could be dealt with on the physical trading floor. Now it is used mainly at these exchanges, for example,
to set stock prices at the beginning of daily trading.

The importance of double auctions in the real world has made it a popular research subject in microe-
conomics. However the complex dynamics in such auctions makes it difficult to apply traditional analytical
methods (Friedman, 1993), leading to the birth of a field called experimental economics in the 1960s, pio-
neered by Smith (1962a). In this field, researchers typically run simulations to examine market dynamics.

1.2. Agent-based computational economics

Early work in experimental economics involved manual execution of auctions and recruitment of human
subjects to sit in as traders, in alignment with, for example, in stock exchanges decades ago where traders
shout at each other in the trading pit to make deals. Later on electronic markets started to emerge both in the
real world and in academic research, and software agents were deployed in these markets. Some of the agent-
based work, e.g., (Cliff, 1997; Gode and Sunder, 1993), had the same focus as in (Smith, 1962a), examining
the properties of double auctions with controlled configurations while other work, including (Gjerstad and
Dickhaut, 1998; Preist and van Tol, 1998a; Rust et al., 1993; Schvartzman and Wellman, 2009; Tesauro
and Bredin, 2002; Vytelingum et al., 2004), aimed to improve the profitability or robustness of trading
strategies in double auctions. The complex interaction between auction mechanisms and traders makes the
task of designing auction mechanisms a complex one, and several authors have suggested computational
approaches to this task (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2004, 2007), several of which make use of techniques
from machine learning (Phelps et al., 2002, 2006; Walia et al., 2003). These pieces of work formed a solid
foundation for the experimental analysis in our work.

Here we note that agent-based computational economics (Tesfatsion, 2002), that is the use of agent-
based computational models of economic systems, is becoming well-established. As Gintis (2007) points
out:

Agent-based modeling is not an alternative to analytical modeling but rather an empirical in-
vestigation of the characteristics of a complex system in a controlled laboratory setting.

Thus, agent-based models extend more traditional approaches (Leombruni, 2002). The advantage of this
extension, as Adomavicius et al. (2009) and Farmer (2001) observe, is that agent-based models can be used
to investigate problems that are out of reach to either current analytical techniques or to experiments with
human traders.

1.3. Competing markets

All of the work we have mentioned has concentrated on single, isolated, markets, and this is true of most
of the work on double auctions that we are aware of. However this is typically not the case in the real world;
on the contrary multiple connected markets usually compete against each other trading the same goods. For
instance, company stock is frequently listed on several stock exchanges. US companies may be listed on
both the NYSE, NASDAQ and, in the case of larger firms, non-US markets like the London Stock Exchange
(LSE). Indian companies, for example, can be listed on both the National Stock Exchange (NSE) and the
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) (Shah and Thomas, 2000). Until their merger in 2008, many commodities
could be traded on both the CME and the New York Mercantile Exchange. Such multiple markets for the
same goods have a complex dynamics. The simplest example of this is, of course, the work of arbitrageurs
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who exploit price differences between markets to buy low in one and sell high in another, thus evening the
prices between markets.1 More complex, and less predictable dynamics occur in situations like that when
the newly created Singapore International Monetary Exchange (SIMEX) claimed much of the trade in index
futures on Nikkei 225 from Japanese markets in the late 1980s or when the NSE opened and proceeded to
claim much of the trade volume from the established BSE (Shah and Thomas, 2000), Changes like this take
place over a long period of time, and stem from considerations such as the liquidity provided by the markets,
and the (lack of) regulation that the market is subject to. Inter-market dynamics can also have much shorter
timescales, as was the case in the flow between the CME and the NYSE during the global stock market crash
of 1987 (Miller et al., 1988). Ramos (2003) presented an overview of competition between stock exchanges,
explored the driven forces behind the competitions as well as their effects and how competitions are limited
due to regulations.

This kind of interaction between markets has not been widely studied as yet, but, as Bakos (1998) sug-
gests, seems to be increasingly relevant. In particular, there has been no systematic study of the use of
automated traders in multiple connected, competing markets, though a number of different scenarios have
been investigated. (Cassar and Duffy, 2001) uses agent-based methods to examine the effects of linked
markets on financial crises, while (Wilhite, 2001) looks at the effect of different trade routes on price con-
vergence. (Moyaux and McBurney, 2006a,b) study the bull-whip effect (Lee et al., 1997)2 in supply chains.
The most closely related research we know of is (Judd and Kearns, 2008), (Wilhite, 2006), (Ladley and
Bullock, 2006), (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003), and (Ellison et al., 2004). Judd and Kearns (2008) describe
experiments with human traders that clearly show that restrictions on who is allowed to trade with who —
restrictions that are different from those imposed in our work, but clearly have some similarities — have
a significant effect on market clearing performance while Wilhite (2006), though mainly concentrating on
results from network versions of the Prisoner’s Dilemma, describes agent-based experiments in the same
kind of scenario as studied in (Judd and Kearns, 2008) with similar results. Ladley and Bullock (2006)
studies how the similar restrictions affect the convergence of price to the theoretical equilibrium, running
software agents in a CDA market network. Caillaud and Jullien (2003) and Ellison et al. (2004) on the other
hand made analytical analyses of the interaction between two competitors — markets in the former work
and information service providers in the latter — and the results of the competitions — whether one market
dominates the other or both co-exist at some kind of equilibrium. We discuss in detail how this relates to
ours in Section 6 once we have described our own work.

We started to study competing markets by the organization of the TAC Market Design Competition, or
the CAT Tournament, an annual event that has been held from 2007 through 2011. In these competitions,
participants each design and operate an electronic, double-auction market and these markets trade the same
type of goods and compete for traders and profit. Some initial results on such competing markets were
presented in (Niu et al., 2007, 2008b; Miller and Niu, 2012). The work we report here further extends the
use of agent-based methods to study groups of connected markets.

More specifically, the contribution made by this paper is to begin to explore the results of competition
between double auction markets populated by automated traders. Modeling trader behavior using simple
reinforcement learning, and looking at standard metrics of market performance, we examine the ways in
which a system of several small competing markets differs from that of one large market which contains the

1Though we do not study them here, futures exchanges make it possible for dealers in a particular commodity to offset their risks
by trading options — commitments to buy or sell at a future date at a certain price — in that commodity, and these provide further
opportunities for arbitrage. For examples of experimental work on the kind of speculation that occurs in futures markets, see (Miller
et al., 1977; Williams, 1979; Williams and Smith, 1984).

2Where small fluctuations in supply in one market can have an effect that magnifies through the network.
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same set of traders. In our model, competition between markets is captured by allowing traders to move
between markets, and by allowing markets to differ in the charges that they impose on traders — broadly
speaking, over time traders will learn to choose markets in which they make bigger profits and to avoid
markets that charge them more — and we examine how this competition affects the performance of the
system of small markets. The specific questions that we investigate in this paper are:

Q1. Is the allocative efficiency of a large double auction market reduced by splitting it into a number
of smaller markets, and does such a system of smaller markets trade further from the theoretical
equilibrium?

Q2. How does competition, as modeled by allowing traders to move between markets and permitting dif-
ferent charges to be applied by markets, affect allocative efficiency and the distance from equilibrium
at which markets trade?

Q3. How much of the effects of competition are due to the differences in the number of traders that markets
attract?

The answers to these questions are the specific contributions of the work we describe. In particular we show
that: a set of markets is less efficient than a single market containing the same set of traders and trades are
made further from equilibrium; competition between markets increases the overall efficiency of the set of
markets and in some cases can help them to trade closer to equilibrium; and these effects of competition are
not solely due to the differences in the number of traders that markets attract.

2. The market model

In our experimental analysis, we extend the market model that we previously designed for the CAT

Tournament and use JCAT (Niu et al., 2008a),3 the open-source software platform we built for the CAT

Tournament, to simulate competing markets populated by automated traders. This market model basically
follows that introduced in (Smith, 1962b), adopted by subsequent researchers in experimental economics
(Gode and Sunder, 1993) and then by researchers who use software agents to investigate approaches to
trading in markets (Cliff, 1997). Since we see our work extending this tradition, we chose to use the same
basic market model.

In our work, as in the three papers cited above, all traders, whether human or machine, are nominated
to be either buyers or sellers, i.e., one-way traders. Traders have chances to trade over a span of multiple
trading days. On each day, each seller is given some number of indivisible goods that they are allowed to
exchange for money, and is given a value for each item — the trader’s limit price or private value. Buyers
have a similar private value for a number of goods, but rather than goods, they are given an allocation of
money which they may exchange for goods. A typical restriction, which we adopt, is that no seller may
sell an item for less than its private value and no buyer is permitted to pay more than the private value for
an item. These conditions are what Smith (1962b) calls “conditions of normal supply and demand”, the
conditions in which the market is at equilibrium. Each day sellers bring to market the same goods, and these
goods cost the same to produce. Each day, buyers look to buy the same goods at the same price. Days are
not identical however because traders may be aware of what happened on the previous day and thus may
learn over the course of several days the optimal way to trade. Each day is further broken up into a series of
rounds. A round is an opportunity for traders to make offers (shouts) to buy or sell.

3http://jcat.sourceforge.net/.
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In prior work including the three pieces we mentioned above, all traders go to a single market day after
day throughout the experiments. In our extended market model, a number of markets run simultaneously
and traders are allowed to move between these markets — choosing a market at the beginning of each day,
staying there to trade during the day, and possibly moving to another market on the next day — so as to
trade in a better venue to maximize their profits. Thus traders in our market model have two tasks. One is
to decide how to make offers. The mechanism they use to do this is their trading strategy. The other task
is to choose a market to make offers in. The mechanism for doing this is their market selection strategy.
Among the known trading strategies for double auctions from the literature, we considered three of them in
our experiments:

• Zero Intelligence with Constraint (ZI-C) strategy by Gode and Sunder (1993). Traders employing
this strategy submit bids or offers that are generated randomly subject to a simple constraint. This
constraint states that bids are drawn from a uniform distribution between the buyer’s private value
and a specified lower bound (typically 0) while offers are restricted to the range between a seller’s
private value and a specified higher bound (a value higher than any trader thinks the good in question
is worth).

• Zero Intelligence Plus (ZIP) strategy by Cliff (1997). ZIP traders use a simple heuristic to adjust their
offers. Broadly speaking, traders increase their profit margin if recent market activity suggest that
doing so will still allow them to trade, and reduce their profit margin if recent market activity suggests
they are making offers too far from where the market is trading. The traders employ a simple form of
machine learning to adjust their shouts, smoothing out fluctuations in the market.

• Reinforcement learning-based strategy (RE) by Roth and Erev (1995). This strategy considers the
problem of what offer to make as being a reinforcement learning problem. It experiments, making
offers and recording how many times they are successful, and then makes choices based on the ex-
pected value of each possible offer, computed using the probability of past success. We set the free
parameters of the RE strategy as described in (Nicolaisen et al., 2001).

The reason for picking the first of these strategies is that given by, among others, Walia et al. (2003) — since
ZI-C is not making bids with any intelligence, any effects we see have to be a result of market structure, rather
than a consequence of the trading strategy, and hence will be robust across markets inhabited by different
kinds of trader. The reason for picking ZIP and RE is that given by Phelps et al. (2004). The first of these
strategies is typical of the behavior of automated traders, while the second is a good model of human bidding
behavior. Between them, then, the three trading strategies are broadly representative of the range of traders
one might find in a real market — human traders (RE), intelligent program traders (ZIP), and traders with no
intelligence (ZI-C) — and, as we discuss in more detail in Section 6, we believe that these will provide us
with broadly applicable results.

The market selection strategy represents a new capability of traders in the multi-market environment
and our implementation is based on a simple model for reinforcement learning. Traders treat the choice of
market as an n-armed bandit problem that they solve using an ε-greedy exploration policy (Sutton and Barto,
1998, Chapter 2). Using this approach the behavior of the agents is controlled by two parameters ε and α.
A trader chooses what it estimates to be the best market, in terms of daily trading profit, with probability
1 − ε, and randomly chooses one of the remaining markets otherwise. ε may remain constant or be variable
over time, depending upon the value of the parameter α (Sutton and Barto, 1998, Section 2.2). If α is 1,
ε remains constant, while if α takes any value in (0, 1), ε will reduce over time. In all the experiments we
describe in later sections, we set α to 1, and ε to 0.1. The results from our previous work on the interactions
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between multiple markets (Niu et al., 2007; Miller and Niu, 2012) suggest that market selection behavior is
rather insensitive to the parameters we choose here and so we feel justified in only considering one set of
parameter values.

The ε-greedy market selection strategy equips traders with mobility that is essential to take advantage of
the multi-market environment. To demonstrate the effects of such mobility, we contrast this with a market
selection strategy which always chooses to remain in the same market, and these two strategies give rise to
two types of trader mobility:

• Mobile: traders choose a market at the start of each day (this may be the same market in which the
traders participated the previous day) using the above ε-greedy exploration policy.

• Stationary: traders randomly select one of the markets available on the first day and remain there till
the end of each experiment.

On the side of market mechanism, a large variety of double-auction mechanisms could be deployed to
compete, given the nature of the CAT Tournament that JCAT was designed for. The mechanisms may differ
from each other on when they clear their markets, at which price to clear the markets or to make each single
transaction, how matchable shouts are paired up, what shouts could be placed in the markets. A classification
of auction mechanisms, either from the literature or from the participants of the CAT Tournament, were
presented in (Niu et al., 2012). In our experiments, we consider only the two classic double auctions, the
CDA and the CH, since the relative competitiveness of auction mechanisms is not the focus of this work. In
addition, JCAT allows markets to charge traders, a feature that is not uncommon in studying competition
between markets or service providers, e.g., in (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003). Indeed, JCAT allows charges in a
variety of ways, we used four types of charge in the work reported here:

• Shout fees: charges made by the market for each shout made by a trader.

• Information fees: charges made by the market for information about shouts made by other traders in
the market (required by the ZIP trading strategy).

• Transaction fees: charges made by the market for each transaction executed by a trader.

• Profit fees: charges made by the market on the bid/ask spread of any transactions they execute. The
name arose since the bid/ask spread is the transaction surplus, and with the k = 0.5 rule we use for
allocating the surplus (Satterthwaite and Williams, 1993), the surplus is thus directly related to the
profit realized by both agents.4

In all our experiments, we set shout, information and transaction fees to constant, low, figures — $0.1, $2
and $0.1 respectively. These are values typical of those adopted by entrants in the first CAT Tournament,
and, as Niu et al. (2008b) argued, are sufficient to provide a small negative reinforcement that encourages
traders to leave markets in which they are not managing to make trades. Noting that the rules in the CDA

and the CH mechanisms do not change over time during trading and the three types of charge are fixed
as well, we introduce the variety of auction mechanisms via the fourth type of charge, the profit fee. We
are particularly interested in the competitions between free markets, between markets charging fixed fees,
and between markets adjusting fees dynamically over time. Thus we consider three different schemes for a
market to set the profit fee:

4Discussion of the k = 0.5 rule naturally gives rise to the question of how different rules for allocating surplus between traders will
affect the outcome of the experiments. Our previous work suggests that there is very little effect.
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Table 1: The configurable facets of the market model, two on behavior of trader and two on market mechanism.

Facet Choice Note

Trading strategy
ZI-C Naive zero-intelligent strategy with constraint making random offers.
ZIP Heuristics-based strategy dynamically adjusting profit margin.
RE Reinforcement learning-based strategy using profit as feedback.

Trader mobility
mobile Traders move between markets maximizing profit.

stationary Traders stay with their initial market all the time.

Market mechanism
CDA Continuous double auction that clears the market continuously.
CH Clearing house that clears the market periodically at the equilibrium.

Charging scheme
free Markets do not charge at all.
fixed Markets impose fixed charges as a percentage of the profit of traders.

LL Markets adjust their charges over time in a Lure-or-Learn-Fast way.

• Free: No profit fees are charged at all at any time.

• Fixed: A constant proportion, say 10%, of the surplus on a transaction, is taken as a fee.

• Lure-or-learn fast (LL): A LL market either adjusts its charge to be just lower than that of the market
that is the most profitable (learn), or if it is the most profitable market, it raises its charges slightly
(lure). The adjustment of charge adopts the Widrow-Hoff rule used in the ZIP strategy (Cliff and
Bruten, 1997).

We summarize the four configurable facets of the market model in Table 1. Each of the experiments that
we will discuss in Sections 4 and 5 is a controlled simulation configured with a combination of the choices
on the four facets.

3. Measurements

Before we discuss the details of the experiments, we define the measurements that we use to evaluate
the effectiveness of a market. The effectiveness of a market can be measured in a number of different ways.
The most common ones include allocative efficiency and coefficient of convergence. Allocative efficiency,
Ea, is used to measure how good a market is at generating a surplus (Plott and Smith, 1978). The actual
surplus, Pa, of an auction is:

Pa =
∑

i

|vi − pi| (1)

for all agents who trade, where pi is the price of a trade made by agent i and vi is the private value of agent
i. The equilibrium surplus, Pe, is:

Pe =
∑

i

|vi − p0| (2)

for all buyers whose private value is no less than the equilibrium price, p0, and all sellers whose private
value is no greater than p0. The equilibrium price is the price at which the number of goods sold equals the
number of goods bought and can be computed from the private values of the traders assuming that no trader
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makes a loss. (When, as is often the case, the balance of supply and demand occurs across a price range, we
set the equilibrium price to be the middle of the range.) Ea, is then Pa/Pe expressed as a percentage.

Ea =
Pa

Pe
× 100 (3)

This tells us how close a market is to theoretical equilibrium in terms of surplus made — the more efficient
the market, the closer Ea is to 100. However, it says nothing about how close a market is to trading at
the equilibrium price. For the latter we use the coefficient of convergence, denoted as α (Smith, 1962a). α
measures the deviation of transaction prices from the equilibrium price:

α =

√
1
n
∑

i (pi − p0)2

p0
× 100 (4)

where n is the number of traders in the market. The closer a market is to trading at equilibrium, the closer α
is to 0.

Remember that our work aims to compare the performance of a system including multiple small, com-
peting markets with traders distributed between them to that of a system of a big, single market — the usual
case studied in most of prior work — with the same set of traders all patronizing that single market. The
definitions above allow us to measure the performance in the latter case, but new definitions are needed
to measure in the former case in a comparable way. Clearly the multi-market system would achieve the
maximal surplus when all the traders move to one of the markets and can trade with each other without mar-
ket barriers, forming exactly the single-market system. Thus the equilibrium surplus for the multi-market
system can simply be calculated using (2) pretending that all traders distributed between the multiple small
markets are all in a single, imaginary market, or the global market. This global equilibrium surplus is
achieved when the global market is cleared at the global equilibrium price, denoted as pg

0, at which the
global demand equals the global supply. Now with the actual surplus for the multi-market system being the
sum of the actual surpluses of all these markets, the allocative efficiency for the multi-market system, or the
global allocative efficiency, Eg

a, can be calculated as:

Eg
a =

∑
j
∑

i |v
j
i − p j

i |∑
j
∑

i |v
j
i − pg

0|
(5)

where v j
i is the private value of agent i in market j and p j

i is the price paid by agent i in market j. Similarly
we calculate the coefficient of convergence for the multi-market system, or the global coefficient of conver-
gence, denoted as αg, by measuring how close transactions made in those small markets are close the global
equilibrium price:

αg =

√
1
ng

∑
j
∑

i (p j
i − pg

0)2

pg
0

× 100 (6)

where ng is the total number of traders in all markets.
The global measurements are appropriate for our purposes because we are interested in examining how

far multiple markets diverge from the performance of an individual market. In contrast, simply calculating
the average of Eas or αs of the small markets would not reveal useful information since the comparison will
not be based on the same (global) equilibrium. However, it should be noted that the global measurements
defined above in (5) and (6) are rather harsh since the small markets can, for example, be individually
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efficient but globally somewhat inefficient because of the distribution of traders. For example, consider a set
of buyers b1, b2 and b3 with private values $10, $40 and $60 respectively, and a set of sellers s1, s2 and s3,
with private values $20, $30 and $70, where each trader is entitled to trade one unit of goods. If all trade
in a single market, the efficient matching is b3 with s1 and b2 with s2, generating a surplus of $50. If the
three traders are distributed between two markets, one containing b1, b2, s1 and s2 and the other containing
b3 and s3, then even with efficient matching in both markets, the surplus is only $30.

4. Experiment Set I: System of multiple markets vs. system of a single market

To answer the questions we raised in Section 1, we used JCAT to run two sets of experiments based on
the market model we introduced in Section 2, the first set to answer Q1 and Q2 and the second set to answer
Q3.

4.1. Experimental setup
In the first set of experiments, we aim to compare the performance of a system including multiple small

markets with that of a single large market under a wide range of scenarios. Both the multi-market system
and the single-market system would be populated by the same set of traders and configured in a similar way
for them to be comparable. Here we say a market being ‘small’ simply to mean that only a fraction of traders
typically trade in that market and a market being ‘large’ to mean that all traders trade there.

The scenarios we considered in this set of experiments include all the four facets listed in Table 1. All
the choices available on the facets make 36 combinations, each being a unique scenario. For instance, one
such scenario is that all markets run the CDA, charge fixed profit fees, and are patronized by a population
of homogeneous ZIP traders that are stationary. Under each scenario, we ran an experiment, for which we
obtained results for both a multi-market system, traders split across five markets, and a single-market system,
all the traders concentrating in one market. The idea behind this configuration and the various scenarios is
that they allow us to identify the differences between the multi-market system and the single-market system
across different market mechanism and trader types, identifying which differences only occur for a given
type of trader, and which are robust enough to occur for all types of traders. (And recall, from Section 2,
that we chose the trading strategies to broadly model all the kinds of trader that we might find in a real
market.) We measured the behavior of both mobile and stationary traders in order to establish the effect of
competition between markets for traders, as modeled by the different charging schemes used by markets.
When traders cannot move, they cannot respond to differences in charging, and there is no competition.
When traders are mobile, the market selection strategy biases them towards lower charging markets, and the
charging schemes that they use allow markets to compete for traders.

We denote the five small markets in the multi-market system respectively as M0, M1, M2, M3 and M4.
When the markets impose fixed charges, M0 through M4 charge a profit fee at the levels of 10%, 20%, 30%,
40%, and 50% respectively. When the markets use the LL charging scheme, the initial charges used by each
market follow the same pattern. As the charges aim to differentiate the small markets in the multi-market
system, there is no charge involved in the single-market system.

Each of the 36 experiments lasted 400 trading days, with each day being split into 50 0.5-second-long
rounds. We repeated each experiment 50 times. Each trader is permitted to buy or sell at most five units
of goods per day, and its private value for the goods is drawn from a uniform distribution between $50
and $150. Each trader is assumed to have the same private value for all the units of goods that it trades
throughout a single iteration of a given experiment, with new values being picked for each iteration. Each
multi-market system or single-market system is populated by 100 traders, evenly split between buyers and
sellers and in the case of a multi-market system, the initial distribution of traders to markets is random with
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Table 2: The configuration of parameters in each of our experiments.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

No. of Days 400 No. of rounds per day 50
Duration of round 0.5 seconds No. of competing markets 5
No. of buyers 50 No. of sellers 50
Trader entitlement 5 Trader valuation U($50, $150)
ε in ε-greedy exploration 0.1 α in ε-greedy exploration 1
Charges of M0 through M4 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% for fixed or initial LL charges

each trader having an equal probability of being assigned to each market. The parameters we discuss here
are summarized in Table 2.

4.2. Results and analysis

Our analysis of the results of the first set of experiments starts by giving an overview of the changes in
multi-market systems over time, before turning to compare multi-market systems with single-market ones
and consider the factors that relate most closely to our research questions.

4.2.1. Overview of multi-market systems
Figure 1 gives one view of the experiments with multiple competing markets populated by mobile ZIP

traders. There are six different scenarios with mobile ZIP traders.5 We include plots for two of them —
CDA markets with no charges, on the left, and CDA markets with the LL charging scheme, on the right. The
rest give similar patterns, so we omit them due to limited space. The plots in the figure show the number
of traders leaving each of the five markets every day and they are superimposed over each other in each
sub-figure since the performances of the markets in this regard are largely indistinguishable. The reason to
plot these values is that they summarize the amount of “churn” (to use the marketing term) in the markets.
When the situation is settled, the number of traders moving will be low, when the situation is unsettled,
the number of traders moving will be higher. All the six experiments with mobile ZIP traders show that
movement decreases over time. It decreases most in the LL markets, and least in the markets that do not
charge and it decreases much more quickly in the markets that do charge than those that don’t. It never
drops much below 2, which is consistent with having ε in the market selection mechanism fixed to 0.1 so
that traders continue to explore throughout each experiment.6

This movement of traders necessarily has an effect on the trading that takes place in each of the markets.
Whereas we would expect a single market to rapidly approach equilibrium after just a few days at most —
whether traders are software agents (Gjerstad and Dickhaut, 1998; Preist and van Tol, 1998b) or humans
(Smith, 1962a) — in the multi-market case, this does not happen. Figure 2, which plots the daily change
in equilibrium price in each market in Figure 1, is testimony to the way that the markets do not have a
settled equilibrium. Again, we include the results of two of the six scenarios with mobile ZIP traders as
representatives. As shown in Figure 2, every market has a non-zero daily change, even at the end of the

5Remember that the markets may be CDAs or CHs and they may charge nothing, charge at fixed levels, or charge in the LL scheme,
making six different combinations. See Table 1 for the facets we considered in configuring the market model.

6With 100 traders that have learned the best market to trade in, we’d still expect 10, that is 100 × 0.1, to change market each trading
day on average, which is, of course, approximately two for each market.
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(a) CDA markets with no charges
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(b) CDA markets with LL charges

Figure 1: How individual markets in the multi-market systems change over time — the number of traders changing market. The
x-axis gives the trading day, and the y-axis gives the number of traders that leaving a given market on that day. Each point on
the y-axis is the average of the ten surrounding days. All markets features mobile ZIP traders. Only the results for two of the six
scenarios with mobile ZIP traders are shown here due to limited space and the omitted ones exhibit similar patterns.
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(b) CDA markets with LL charges

Figure 2: How individual markets in the multi-market systems change over time — the change in equilibrium price. The x-axis
gives the trading day, and the y-axis gives the change in equilibrium price between that day and the previous day. Each point on the
y-axis is the average of the ten surrounding days. All markets features mobile ZIP traders. Again, only the results for two of the six
scenarios with mobile ZIP traders are shown here as representatives due to limited space.

400-day period, and this is exactly why we run the simulations for so long. However, we do see a certain
level of stability emerge in the markets that charge — by 300 days or so, while there are still changes from
day to day, the trend is for the average change in equilibrium price to settle towards a limit. This limit varies
from market to market. For example in the experiment with CDA markets that use LL charging, the right
sub-figure in Figure 2, the limit ranges from around $10 in M0 to around $35 in M4.

In case these changes in equilibrium price smack of anarchy in individual markets, consider Figures 3.
Figures 3 plots the global allocative efficiency and the global coefficient of convergence for the same exper-
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Figure 3: How individual markets as a group change over time — allocative efficiency and coefficient of convergence. The x-axis
gives the trading day, and the y-axis gives the measurement of concern on that day. All markets features mobile ZIP traders. Each
figure shows the average value and one standard deviation above and below the mean. Only the results for the scenario with all
markets being CDAs and imposing no charges due to limited space. The other scenarios exhibit similar pattern: efficiency gradually
increases and coefficient of convergence gradually decreases until both settle down. The starting level, the stable level, and the
changing rate may vary scenario from scenario though.

iments as in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Again due to lack of space, we only show the results for the scenario
with all markets being CDAs and imposing no charges. As described above, global efficiency is computed
by summing actual trader profits and then dividing by the theoretical profit that would be made if all the
traders were in the same market. It thus gives us a picture of our set of markets taken as a whole, and shows
that, despite the churn in individual markets, the overall picture has settled down after around 200 days. The
global coefficient of convergence similarly settles down, though it takes closer to 300 days to stop changing
noticeably. The global coefficient of convergence measures the average distance of each transaction from
where theory says it should take place, once again, if all the traders were in the same market. The fact that
it settles down to a reasonably constant value suggests that most transactions are taking place at a similar
value from day to day.

Finally, we should note that the global allocative efficiency is a little low, and the global coefficient of
convergence is a bit high, compared with those often reported for the trading strategies we use (in contrast
the values we obtain for the single market and which can be seen in Tables 3 and 4 are much the same as
one would expect from the literature). We attribute this, at least in part, to churn. When a trader moves
from one market to another, any learning it underwent in the old market about how to make offers is no use
any more, and may even be detrimental. Similarly, the influx of new traders into a market can invalidate the
learning previously undertaken by traders that have not moved. This means that offers are made away from
equilibrium, pushing the coefficient of convergence up, and in turn this means that extra-marginal traders
can trade, pushing efficiency down.

Note that though we have only shown the results for mobile ZIP traders in Figures 1 through 3, the other
experiments have very similar results. A full set of results is available from the authors upon request. All
these results parallel those we reported in (Niu et al., 2007), and together these results suggest that the effects
we see hold for a wide range of charging regimes and market selection strategies.

As we have discussed above, the results from our first set of experiments bear on the first two questions,
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Q1 and Q2. These results show that splitting a large double auction market into a number of smaller markets
has a negative effect on allocative efficiency and the approach of the markets to the theoretical equilibrium.
Across a range of trading strategies, and for both CDA and CH market types, splitting a large market into
smaller markets decreases allocative efficiency and increases the coefficient of convergence. Thus our results
suggest a positive answer to Q1 and give us a baseline from which to answer Q2.

4.2.2. Comparing multi-market systems with single-market systems
Having sketched the overall behavior of multiple competing markets in our experiments, we turn to

compare the performances of these multi-market systems with the performances of the corresponding single-
market systems. For each of the 36 experiments outlined above, we collected data and calculated allocative
efficiency and coefficient of convergence for each individual market in the multi-market system, M0 through
M4, the same measurements for the single-market system, and the global measurements defined as in Sec-
tion 3 for the overall multi-market system. These results allow us to see how the performance of a set of
markets, as measured by the global measurements, differs from the same measurements for a single market,
and the effect of competition on those measurements for the set of markets. Note that the single market value
differs from the global measurement in that the actual trader profits and equilibrium prices are obtained in the
single market rather than in the individual markets (while the theoretical profit and global equilibrium price
is the same in both cases). As usual, we report the measurements obtained from some of the experiment
due to lack of space. Tables 3 and 4 list the results for experiments with ZIP traders, allocative efficiency in
the former and coefficient of convergence in the latter. The values in the two tables are averaged over the
last 100 days of each experiment when, as described above, the experiments have approached some kind of
steady state, as well as across the 50 runs of each experiment.

The first point to make is that, just as one would expect from usual theoretical analysis, say Rustichini
et al. (1994), the efficiency of the single market of 100 traders is generally greater than the efficiency of
any of the individual markets simply as a result of the larger number of traders in the single market and the
effect that efficiency tends to increase along with the number of traders. This, in turn, means that in most
cases,7 the global efficiency across the set of markets M0 to M4 is less than that of the single market.8 The
theoretical profit is the same in both cases, so for the global efficiency to be higher, the individual markets
would have to do a better job of matching traders than the single market. Clearly the churn will make any
optimal matching of offers hard to sustain even if it occurs in the first place.

Similarly, the coefficient of convergence of the single market is typically lower than that of the global
market. Again this is not surprising. The variation measured by the coefficient of convergence is against
the equilibrium price given all trader private values, and this will only be the equilibrium price of each
individual market if traders are evenly distributed by private value. Spreading traders across markets, we
would expect that even if the equilibrium price was the same on average, its variance would increase as the
number of markets increased. This effect shows up in the fact that individual markets with ZIP traders (which
quickly learn to trade close to equilibrium) often have a considerably lower coefficient of convergence than
the global value.

The second important point to note is that, looking just at the global efficiency values, we see that
the markets with mobile traders, i.e., the markets where there is effective competition between markets
for traders, are more efficient than markets with stationary traders. This observation holds across all three

7Though there are some exceptions — LL markets with mobile ZIC traders have very good efficiency.
8The sum of the theoretical profits of the individual markets is at most equal to the theoretical profit of the single market. With lower
efficiency in the individual markets than in the single market, the global efficiency using the theoretical profit of the single market
as denominator can only be even lower.
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Table 3: Allocative efficiency for markets with ZIP traders in single-market and multiple-market scenarios.

multiple markets
single market

M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 global

CDA

Mobile

Fixed 97.06 96.24 96.11 94.60 93.24 ◦94.53 ?97.93
5.59 7.54 7.76 11.84 14.38 2.59 1.27

LL 96.14 95.66 95.18 94.92 95.38 ◦94.48 ?98.55
7.60 9.13 10.71 10.30 9.82 2.96 1.04

Free 96.04 96.39 96.17 95.88 95.63 ◦94.22 ?99.49
8.19 6.80 7.34 8.26 9.18 2.63 0.47

Stationary

Fixed 97.47 97.86 97.46 98.05 96.98 91.14 ?97.93
3.03 3.23 3.34 4.96 4.16 4.16 1.27

LL 97.66 97.85 97.80 97.97 97.87 90.37 ?98.55
2.96 2.72 2.76 3.25 2.65 4.15 1.04

Free 97.27 97.59 97.60 97.55 97.54 89.62 ?99.49
4.11 3.75 3.49 4.57 4.16 5.10 0.47

CH

Mobile

Fixed 98.85 98.53 97.52 96.38 95.09 ◦96.62 ?99.74
4.74 8.25 11.25 13.75 13.75 2.10 0.52

LL 98.32 97.73 98.30 97.13 97.73 ◦96.78 ?99.68
4.68 8.17 5.13 9.10 7.14 2.20 0.49

Free 97.96 97.79 98.41 98.24 98.17 ◦96.91 ?99.75
6.77 7.62 4.60 5.02 5.98 2.06 0.49

Stationary

Fixed 99.04 99.01 99.36 99.22 99.01 90.54 ?99.74
3.45 2.06 3.40 3.96 4.98 4.98 0.52

LL 99.35 99.16 99.21 99.32 99.03 92.50 ?99.68
1.79 2.82 2.67 2.04 4.11 4.19 0.49

Free 99.29 98.56 99.06 99.06 99.19 91.34 ?99.75
2.55 5.66 3.35 2.97 2.91 4.76 0.49

* Italic numbers are standard deviations. Numbers with a ? next to them indicate the better (higher) of
the global and single market efficiencies on a given row — all of these comparisons are significant at
the 95% level. Numbers with a ◦ next to them indicate the better (higher) of the global efficiencies
for mobile and stationary traders in a given market configuration, and when these numbers are also
bold this is significant at the 95% level. Thus the ◦94.48 in the third line of the global market column
indicates that a set of CDA markets with LL and mobile traders is more efficient than its counterpart
with stationary traders (which has an efficiency of 90.37%), and that this result is significant at the
95% level.

** In a single market it makes no sense for traders to move since there is no market to move to or from.
As a result, figures for mobile and stationary traders are the same.
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Table 4: Coefficient of convergence for markets with ZIP traders in single-market and multiple-market scenarios.

multiple markets
single market

M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 global

CDA

Mobile

Fixed 8.58 8.67 9.10 8.95 8.93 ◦9.67 ?4.54
4.26 4.63 4.89 5.18 5.68 2.26 2.01

LL 8.04 8.02 8.11 7.92 7.92 ◦9.32 ?4.00
4.14 4.36 4.52 4.60 4.43 2.17 2.02

Free 8.41 8.40 8.28 8.21 8.17 ◦10.16 ?3.96
3.99 3.83 3.83 3.88 3.89 1.97 2.24

Stationary

Fixed 7.09 6.69 6.86 6.84 7.87 14.47 ?4.54
4.21 3.79 3.95 3.80 6.49 3.39 2.01

LL 6.14 6.07 6.99 6.24 6.18 13.58 ?4.00
3.58 3.45 6.00 4.20 3.57 2.92 2.02

Free 7.60 7.06 7.97 7.89 7.20 16.53 ?3.96
4.22 4.09 5.24 4.28 4.03 4.59 2.24

CH

Mobile

Fixed 5.09 5.28 5.31 5.52 5.56 ◦6.22 ?2.87
3.12 3.37 3.69 4.05 4.38 1.62 1.65

LL 5.02 5.05 5.19 5.33 5.39 ◦6.22 ?2.78
3.69 3.71 3.78 3.91 4.09 1.85 1.55

Free 5.50 5.47 5.54 5.49 5.58 ◦6.46 ?2.81
3.64 3.61 3.64 3.61 3.64 1.71 1.57

Stationary

Fixed 3.43 3.94 3.42 3.85 3.91 15.45 ?2.87
2.32 3.28 2.40 2.95 3.36 4.16 1.65

LL 2.74 3.09 3.11 2.80 2.68 9.66 ?2.78
1.87 2.16 2.29 1.96 2.02 3.01 1.55

Free 3.77 4.23 4.06 4.05 3.71 13.44 ?2.81
2.56 3.47 3.20 2.77 2.69 3.76 1.57

* Refer to the notes in Table 3 on the usage of various fonts and markers like ? and ◦.

trading strategies. In all cases the difference in efficiency between the markets with mobile traders and
the corresponding markets with stationary traders is statistically significant (by which we mean, here and
elsewhere in the paper, that p ≤ 0.05). It therefore seems to be the case that competition between markets
leads to higher efficiency. Traders that move to maximize their own expected profit, which is the effect of
the market selection strategy we use, end up improving the efficiency of the set of markets as a whole.

In addition, it seems that in some cases the effect of the competition between individual markets is even
more marked when markets are allowed to charge the mobile traders. Thus for both CDA and CH markets
with mobile ZIC traders, the markets charging using the LL scheme have easily the highest efficiency, and
the improvement over the efficiency over the corresponding markets which make no charges is statistically
significant. Similarly for CDA markets with mobile ZIP traders, markets that use fixed charges or LL charges
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are significantly (p ≤ 0.05) more efficient than markets which make no charges. The same is true of CDA

markets with mobile RE traders. (Again space dictates that measurements for markets with ZI-C or RE traders
are omitted here. They are available from the authors upon request.)

The results for the coefficient of convergence show some of the same features. In markets with ZIP and
RE traders, when traders are free to move, the coefficient of convergence of the global market is always
significantly lower than when the traders are held stationary. The same is true of markets with ZIC traders
except when the markets use the LL charging scheme. As is the case with efficiency, it seems that allowing
a set of markets to compete for traders, and encouraging traders to move to the market in which they can
maximize their profit, means that overall the set of markets trade closer to equilibrium.

Finally, it appears that for some combinations of market mechanisms and trading strategies, allowing
markets to charge also improves the coefficient of convergence. In both CDA and CH markets with mobile
ZIC traders, using a fixed charging scheme leads to a significantly lower coefficient of convergence than not
charging. When the traders use the ZIP or the RE strategy, then both fixed and LL charging markets — both
CDA and CH— have significantly lower coefficients of convergence than the same markets without charges.

In conclusion, our results suggest that competition between markets has the potential to partially reverse
the negative effects of this splitting into smaller markets. Again across different market types and trading
strategies, in the majority of cases we see that the global performance of markets with mobile traders —
modeling the case in which there is competition between markets — is better than markets in which traders
are not permitted to move — modeling the case in which there is no competition. In very few cases this
improvement due to competition is sufficient to overcome the negative effect of splitting up the large market,
but in all cases it does significantly reduce the negative effects. In addition, it is also true that in many cases
the global performance of a set of competing markets is improved if the set of markets are allowed to make
charges on traders. Thus, answering Q2, our results suggest that competition between markets, though it
undoubtedly has a negative effect on some individual markets, overall has a beneficial effect on the set of
markets as a whole.

5. Experiment Set II: Correlation between allocative efficiency and number of traders

The first set of experiments tell us about the efficiency and convergence to equilibrium of a set of markets
as opposed to a single market, and the effect of competition on the differences between those markets,
answering Q1 and Q2 that we raise in Section 1. Further, we need to investigate whether the effect of
competition on efficiency is a direct effect or an indirect effect. What we mean by this is as follows. It
is clear that when markets charge at different rates, the number of traders in the markets will change —
for example Niu et al. (2007) shows that, in exactly the experimental setup we have here, traders tend to
move from higher charging markets to lower charging markets (as one would expect). Thus any changes in
efficiency that we observe in the first set of experiments, described above, might just be due to the changing
numbers of traders rather than anything else, which is exactly what Q3 tries to find out. Therefore, we ran
a second set of experiments to answer Q3, examining the extent to which market behavior depends upon
the number of traders in each market and, in particular, the extent to which the results seen above can be
explained by one market attracting most of the traders.

5.1. Experimental setup
In the second set of experiments, we only considered the two charging mechanisms — fixed and LL —

that impose fees, and focused once again on the profit fees. To test the relationship between the number of
traders in each market and allocative efficiency, we ran experiments with three different groups of charging
levels shown in Table 5: low, medium, and high. Note that the medium group is exactly the charges we
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Table 5: The three charging levels in Experiment Set II.

Facet Choice Note

Charging level
low M0–M4 charge respectively 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25%.

medium M0–M4 charge respectively 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%.
high M0–M4 charge respectively 15%, 30%, 45%, 60%, and 75%.

used in the first set of experiments shown in Table 2. Naturally also we consider only mobile traders in the
second set of experiments as the competition between individual markets would have no effect at all. As
before, we consider all the market mechanisms and all the trading strategies. Together these facets make
another 36 combinations or scenarios. For each scenario, we run an experiment and repeat 100 times each.
This time, in each experiment, we obtain results for the multi-market system only since the single-market
system is irrelevant to answering Q3. All the other configurations would be exactly the same as in the first
set of experiments as shown in Table 2.

5.2. Results and analysis

A subset of the results are shown in Figure 4. Once again we only included the results from some of the
experiments in the interests of space, those with CDA markets imposing fixed charges and populated by ZIP

traders. These are representatives, and the full set of results can be obtained from the authors.
It is clear from Figure 4 that there is a strong relationship between the global efficiency and the number

of traders that take part in M0. Looking at data on correlations gives just as strong a result — for both
CDA and CH markets, for all three charging levels, we find that the minimum correlation between number
of traders and efficiency is 0.95 and the maximum is 0.99. However, what we are observing is not simply
all the traders heading over to M0 since, even at the fee levels that generate the most movement, most of the
traders are not in M0 at the end of the experiment — the maximum number that we find, on average, is about
35. Now, as we have already mentioned, the nature of the market selection strategy is such that even when
traders have a marked preference for a specific market — they have one market that they would select if they
always picked the one which they estimate will generate the highest expected profit — they will not pick
this market 10% of the time. This mechanism ensures that traders continue to explore alternative markets
(Sutton and Barto, 1998, Chapter 2). However the number of traders not in M0 is too high to be the result
of this churn alone, and it must be the case that the majority of the traders prefer not to trade in M0 because
they make better profits elsewhere.

In addition, when we look at the correlation between the number of traders in M0 and the efficiency of M0

itself, the relationship between efficiency and the number of traders is not so clear-cut. It turns out that for
the lowest charging combination of markets (those charging 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%) the correlation
between the efficiency of M0 and the number of traders in M0 is much reduced. For the case where all the
markets are CDAs, the correlation is 0.5. When all the markets are CHs, the correlation is −0.8. Thus, what
appears to be happening in this latter case is that more traders are being attracted to M0 causing the efficiency
to decrease, but the overall efficiency of the global market to increase.

Together, all of these effects indicate that the behavior we see is more complex than just all the traders
heading to M0 and turning it into an approximation to a single market. So answering Q3, our results suggest
that some, but not all, of the effects of competition are due to the differences in the numbers of traders in the
competing markets.
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(b) With mobile traders

Figure 5: Supply and demand curves on the final day of the experiments with CDA markets imposing fixed charges, populated by
stationary traders (first row) or mobile traders (second row) respectively.

Given the answer to Q3, we are left to speculate on exactly the cause of the improved performance of a
set of competing markets. One possible explanation is provided by Figure 5. This compares one typical set
of supply and demand curves for the final trading day of five parallel CDA markets, all of which charge. The
difference between the two sets is that in one (those in Figure 5b) the traders are allowed to move, while
in the other (those in Figure 5a) they are stationary. In the markets with stationary traders, the numbers of
intra-marginal traders (to the left of the intersection between supply and demand curves) and extra-marginal
traders (to the right of the intersection) are fairly well balanced, as one would expect of an allocation of
traders to markets (where each trader has a randomly assigned private value) that is initially random and is
not allowed to change. This is not the case in the markets with the mobile traders. In these latter markets,
which started with an allocation much like that of the markets with stationary traders, the traders have sorted
themselves so that market M0 has no extra-marginal buyers, market M2 has no extra-marginal traders at all,
M4 has no intra-marginal traders, and M3 has virtually no intra-marginal traders.

Since, as Zhan and Friedman (2007) points out, the reason that CDA markets lose efficiency is because
of extra-marginal traders “stealing” transactions from intra-marginal traders (who for a given transaction
will, by definition, generate a larger profit), the segregation that we observe will lead to increased efficiency.
In addition, as we discussed in (Niu et al., 2008b), charges have the effect of prodding traders that aren’t
making profits — and so are not adding to the efficiency of a given market — to try different markets,
allowing markets to rid themselves of unproductive traders. In CH markets, of course, extra-marginal traders
cannot “steal” trades away from intra-marginal traders (at least not if they make rational offers as all the
traders do in our experiments). However, the movement of traders can still increase profits by allowing
a trader that is extra-marginal in one market to become intra-marginal in another. Again, this behavior is
encouraged by the combination of the market selection strategy and the charges imposed by the markets.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Having described the experiments we conducted and the results we obtained, we now relate our work
to some of the prior work that we briefly mentioned in Section 1.3. Caillaud and Jullien (2003) and Ellison
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et al. (2004) both studied some scenario in which a group of agents choose between multiple competing
service providers so as to get matched with desirable peers somehow. This theme is clearly identical to that
of our work. However the exact problems that these previous papers try to solve are much less complex than
the scenarios we considered. Both previous papers considered exactly two competing service providers.
Caillaud and Jullien (2003) focused on information service providers that compete for consumers where
each consumer could be matched with one particular other and the consumers aim to use the services to look
for their sole possible mates. In double auctions, however, each trader may typically be matched with any
one of multiple traders from the opposite side. Ellison et al. (2004) on the other hand studied the competition
between auction markets like we do here, however they use a mechanism of multi-item, second-price English
auction to match supply from multiple sellers to demand from multiple buyers. This kind of auction is not
a double auction, but a kind of sequential, single-sided auction. Ellison et al. (2004) further assumed that
all sellers have zero reserved cost for the goods they aim to sell, an assumption that does not apply in many
scenarios, including the one we study. Of course the assumptions or restrictions in both previous papers
may be necessary to make it tractable to use analytical methods to calculate the equilibria and examine the
properties at the equilibria — they did exactly this — but then these simplified models make it impossible
to use their conclusions as guidances to predict what would happen in the scenarios we study here which do
not fit with those assumptions.

It is worth noting that the competition model in (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003) allows consumers to choose
multiple service providers simultaneously, i.e., multi-homing, a feature that can be observed in many do-
mains. In our market model, multi-homing is not explicitly supported as on any trading day a trader cannot
trade in more than one market. This configuration does not present much of a limitation as multiple traders
may be considered to serve the same human or institution investor, for instance, which thus has a way to pa-
tronize more than one market on any given day. This perspective may similarly be applied to the restriction
of all traders being one-way in our market model, i.e., traders either buying or selling but never doing both
simultaneously. We can capture two-way traders in our model as pairs of buyers and sellers. Of course when
multiple traders are related this way, their private values should be somehow correlated if not identical. One
piece of future work would be to investigate how having buyers and sellers with correlated private values,
and how including two-way traders, would affect the competition between multiple markets.

Perhaps the most related prior work is (Ladley and Bullock, 2006), in which the authors investigated how
information flow via connections between traders in a segmented market affect the speed of convergence to
the theoretical equilibrium price. In their market model, traders, distributed based on some network topol-
ogy and assigned varying connectivity with their peers, can receive information from and trade with their
neighbors only. Similar to our work, they considered CDA markets populated by some version of ZIP traders
and explored the overall performance of the market network. A few differences exist between our work
and theirs. First, their model of distributed market network differs from ours. In their model, traders may
virtually participate in multiple markets — but the connections between traders, though randomly generated
at the beginning of trading, are fixed throughout the simulation. In our model, traders may move between
markets forming new connections throughout the simulation, but, as discussed above, are restricted to trade
in a single market at a time. Second, their focus is on information flow based on the network topology and
how the network market converges from this perspective, while our work here investigates how the segmen-
tation of multiple markets affects the overall performance, including allocative efficiency as well as global
price discovery. Finally, their experiments considered only a single type of auction mechanism, the CDA,
and a single type of trading strategy, a version of ZIP that is modified to take into consideration information
from neighbors. Our experiments however involve a much larger number of different configurations, varying
auction mechanisms and varying trading strategies.
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Despite the comparisons and discussions above, our market model is clearly not a realistic model. There
is no existing market in which the same set of traders will continue to trade with the same limit prices for
more than a year of trading without some price shock altering prices or traders entering and leaving the
market. The model is not intended to be realistic in this sense. The model is just intended to tell us about the
steady state, and we know from previous work that introducing price shocks (Gjerstad and Dickhaut, 1998)
and permitting traders to enter or leave the market (Niu et al., 2007) just slows convergence to the steady
state.

Our justification for working with such a simplified model is that we see our work as fitting within the
“class-of-models” approach, due to (Morgan, 2002; Sutton, 2000). According to (Sutton, 2000), the aim
of modeling economic systems is rarely to model a real market, but is to model an abstraction from a real
market that captures the behavior of a whole class of markets — exactly those which are the instantiations of
the abstract model. In this work we are trying to see what the steady state behavior is in all sets of competing
markets, both those with price shocks and those without, both those in which traders enter and leave, and
those that do not. To do that we look first at the most abstract market. We can take the results of our shock-
free and fixed-trader experiments and use them to predict the results of removing these restrictions, and in the
future we can investigate whether these predictions are true. It is for the same “class-of-models” reason that
we picked the trading strategies that we used in our experiments. As we explained in Section 2, the three
strategies broadly capture the behavior of human traders (RE), effective program traders (ZIP) and traders
with no intelligence (ZI-C), who could be ineffective program traders, or human traders with no knowledge
of the market. Given our choice of trading strategies we can be confident that we have mapped, albeit at an
abstract level, the effect of competition in a broad range of competing markets. Furthermore, given the lack
of variation in the results, we can conclude that the choice of trading strategy does not have a big effect on
the results we see.

This latter point feeds into discussion of the robustness of the results that we obtain here. To what
extent are they artifacts of the experimental scenario we have been examining, and to what extent can they
be transferred to more general situations? We believe that our results will be robust, and there are several
reasons for thinking so. First, we obtain broadly the same results for a range of trading strategies — and a
range that are representative of what one might find in real markets — suggesting that there is nothing about
any given strategy that is producing the results that we see here. Indeed, the fact that we see the effects we
report with ZI-C traders is a strong argument on its own for the robustness of the results — as Gode and
Sunder (1993) argued when they introduced the strategy, results observed when all the traders are randomly
making bids and offers seem likely to be unrelated to the details of trader activity. Second, our previous
work on this multiple-market setup suggests that the behavior of the markets is neither significantly affected
by the market selection strategy that is used (provided that the strategy is rational in the sense of favoring
markets in which agents are more likely to make a profit), nor is it significantly altered if traders are allowed
to leave and enter the set of markets (the only effect of allowing such additional movement is to slow the
speed of convergence of the set of markets (Niu et al., 2007)). Thus we would expect to see the same kind
of results as given here in a broader range of scenarios.

The main conclusion of this paper is that while dividing traders from a single market into a group of
smaller markets leads to a loss of efficiency and an increase in the coefficient of convergence, these changes
may be reduced when markets compete for traders. The situation we investigated was when markets compete
in the sense that the traders are allowed to move between markets in search of greater profits, and when
those traders make choices about which market to trade in on the basis of expected profits. In addition,
the performance of the set of markets is encouraged by the imposition of fees on the traders, meaning that
groups of markets that charge show smaller losses of efficiency and greater convergence than markets that
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do not charge.
Taking the results presented here and those from our previous investigation into this kind of multiple-

market scenario (Niu et al., 2007, 2008b) we believe that this finding holds because the movement of traders
between markets serves to segment those markets. Since the movement is profit-driven, traders migrate
towards markets that allow them to make good trades, and overall this increases the total profits of the set of
markets, increasing the global efficiency. This effect is sharpened by the application of fees since these tend
to reduce profits and so further discourage agents from remaining in markets that are unprofitable for them.
A similar effect reduces the coefficient of convergence when traders move. Since traders move away from
unprofitable markets, it tends to be the extra-marginal traders that move, and these tend to be the traders that
make offers further from the theoretical equilibrium. Removing the possibility that these traders make offers
that are accepted in turn reduces the overall distance of accepted offers from the theoretical equilibrium and
reduces the coefficient of convergence.

In terms of what should be concluded from this work more broadly, we think that the main lesson
is for anyone in the position of operating or regulating markets. First, markets that fragment from a single
unified market into smaller sub-markets will lead to less efficiency, so there is some value in, where possible,
maintaining a single market. However, the second lesson is that if a market cannot be held together, then the
loss of efficiency that entails can be reduced by allowing participants in the sub-markets to choose which
sub-market they participate in, and work we have reported elsewhere Cai et al. (2010) suggests that the
easier it is for traders to move between markets, the small this loss of efficiency.

Our current work is extending the investigation reported here. First, we are examining the robustness of
our results against traders who use different algorithms to do market selection. While, as discussed above,
we feel that the results will hold given any reasonable approach to market selection, it seems worthwhile to
check whether the results are affected by alternative strategies, especially since the n-armed bandit algorithm
we use is known to potentially have problems when payoffs change, as they do here. Second, we are
investigating the effect of different levels of charging on the changes in efficiency that we observe — our
results so far suggest that when markets charge, the overall performance of a set of markets improves, but are
there limits to this improvement, and are there situations under which charging can be detrimental to overall
performance? Finally, we are looking at the influence of network effects, such as restrictions on the mobility
of traders, on the effects that we observe here. In the scenario we consider here, traders can move freely
between markets. Intuition suggests that restricting movement will have some effect on the behavior of the
markets, and this is backed up by preliminary results Cai et al. (2010) — current work aims to discover what
the extent of these effects is and how they can be overcome.
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